Graduate Student Product Publication Agreement

In presenting my thesis, dissertation, publishable paper, or project, including any abstract, ("the Work") in partial fulfillment of the requirements for my degree at the Montana Tech (MT), I agree to the following terms and conditions.

Grant of Rights. I grant to MT the non-exclusive right to reproduce, distribute, display, perform, and transmit the Work, in whole or in part, and to authorize others to do so, for non-profit educational purposes, in such tangible and electronic media and formats as may not exist or be developed in the future, including but not limited to:

- Including the Work in a publically accessible database of scholarly works by students earning degrees at MT.
- Converting the Work to any medium or format for the purpose of preservation without changing the content.
- Keeping multiple copies of the Work as reasonably needed for purpose of security, back-up, and preservation.

Rights Retained. I retain any rights under copyright that I may have to the Work and may exercise all such rights as allowed by law.

Restrictions. If, consistent with the MT Graduate School policies, I have chosen to delay full public access to the Work, MT will use reasonable efforts to honor that decision while reserving its right and responsibility to make the title and abstract publically available.

Representations and Warranties. I represent and warrant that:

- The Work is my original creation and I have the right to grant the rights contained in this Submission Agreement.
- I have a good faith belief that neither the Work, nor MT’s use of the Work under this Submission Agreement, violates or will violate the rights of any other party.
- If the Work contains previously-published material that I authored, the publication agreement, if any, associated with such prior publication allows for use in a graduate student work and as provided herein, or I have obtained permission to do so.
- If any materials to which I do not own the copyright are included in the Work, I have a good faith belief that their use in the Work and as allowed under this Submission Agreement is a “fair use” or I have obtained any necessary permissions. By checking a box below, I classify the copyright use for the Work:
  - □ None
  - □ Fair Use
  - □ Permissions (attached)
  - □ Do not know

Publication Delay. In rare circumstances the graduate product will need to have a delayed publication. In these situations, the student must follow the policy and procedures outlined in the Publication Delay Policy.

Check one:

_____ No. I do not have any publication restrictions on my graduate product.

_____ Yes. I have publication restrictions on my graduate product. I will follow the publication delay policy.
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________________________________________________________________________
Student
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Committee Chair
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Committee Member
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Committee Member

________________________________________________________________________
Committee Member